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Introduction

CMS software management is quite complex
multiple OSes, architectures, releases

Site installation requires a lot of expertise
laptop installation is left to end-users

Finding data is not that trivial
Lots of web page crawling
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Target

Shell environment where you can
search for data
cp files to/from SE/local disks
install and run CMSSW releases
program your tasks
perform analysis tasks

Run on Linux/Mac, lxplus or laptop
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cmssh project http://vkuznet.github.com/cmssh/
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Prerequisites
Mac OSX: Snow Leopard & (Mountain) Lion

Xcode required
Linux SLC5 or compatible

other distributions may work and it will be 
the target for future development

python 2.6 or above for install script
OpenAFS http://www.openafs.org/ for /afs 
access on your box (optional)
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Installation

Download installer from github
curl -O -k https://raw.github.com/vkuznet/cmssh/master/cmssh_install.py

Stand-alone mode, e.g. Mac laptop
python cmssh_install.py --install --dir=$PWD

Multi-user environment with existing CMSSW 
area, e.g. lxplus

python cmssh_install.py --install --dir=$PWD       
--arch=slc5_amd64_gcc462 --cmssw=/afs/cern.ch/cms   
--multi-user
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Installation options

# python cmssh_install.py --help
Usage: cmssh_install.py [options]

Options:
  -h, --help            show this help message and exit
  -v DEBUG, --verbose=DEBUG
                        verbose output
  -d INSTALL_DIR, --dir=INSTALL_DIR
                        install directory
  -i, --install         install cmssh and its dependencies
  -u, --upgrade         upgrade cmssh
  --version=VERSION     get specific version of cmssh, e.g. master
  --arch=ARCH           CMSSW architectures: [list on your platform]
  --cmssw=CMSSW         specify location of CMSSW install area
  --multi-user          install cmssh in multi-user environment
  --unsupported         enforce installation on unsupported platforms, e.g.
                        Ubuntu
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Installation output

Checking CMSSW ...
Installing Globus
Installing Myproxy
Installing VOMS
Installing expat
Installing PythonUtilities
Installing WMCore
Installing certificates
Installing SRM client
Installing pip
Installing IPython
Installing Routes
Installing readline
Installing paramiko
Installing cmssh
Create matplotlibrc
Create configuration
Create vomses area
Create cmssh
Clean-up ...
Congratulations, cmssh is available at /afs/cern.ch/user/v/valya/workspace/public/soft/bin/cmssh
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Quick start

/path/soft/bin/cmssh

will start cmssh, load required CMS dependencies as well 
as pylab/matplotlib/numpy environment

/path/soft/bin/cmssh notebook

starts cmssh in notebook mode (browser)
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Demo

If you want to try it out please login to lxplus and 
run the following command:
/afs/cern.ch/user/v/valya/workspace/public/soft/bin/cmssh

Disclaimer:
it is intended for demonstration only
I can re-install and/or delete cmssh over there at 
any time
See install instructions to install it in your area
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# cmssh
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Runs equally well on Linux or Mac, cluster or 
laptop
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Data look-up
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Deal with DBS instances
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File management
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Managing user based files
(files produced by CRAB and NOT

registered in PhEDEx)
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SE management
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Directory management
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File copy from/to local disk/SE
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ls, rm, cp work transparently
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copy in background
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Pick release and run your job
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Query DAS
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Find out integrated luminosity
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CRAB support

cmssh supports crab command
under Linux it is done natively
under Mac cmssh will tar your area 
and submit it via lxplus (this is 
required since worker nodes run 
Linux OS)
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Use python and program in shell
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Useful commands

cmssh help
cmssh> cmshelp ls

Python help
cmssh> help(os)

Exit cmssh shell
cmssh> exit
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Useful commands

Access python documentation, source code and modules, e.g 

cmssh> import json

cmssh> json? # will show module documentation

cmssh> json?? # will show module source code

Tabbing is supported for python modules, e.g.

cmssh> json.<tab> # show members of json module

json.JSONDecoder  json.decoder      json.dumps        json.load         
json.scanner

json.JSONEncoder  json.dump         json.encoder      json.loads       
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More fun (IPython tricks)

cmssh> edit    # start coding in your editor

cmssh> edit -p # start coding where you left

cmssh> !cmd    # invoke cmd in plain UNIX shell, e.g. ls

cmssh> r=!ls   # store results from UNIX ls command into r

cmssh> history -n # show numbered commands history

cmssh> _iN     # invoke N-th input

cmssh> _N      # invoke N-th output

cmssh> rerun N-M  # rerun command N through M

There are plenty of other useful commands at your disposal 
which can be checked out from IPython documentation
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Learn python
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Learn code
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Magic functions (real power)

Run cell magic
function which
executes series
of bash commands
and returns results
back to cms-sh
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Python 3d party packages

Within cmssh you can easily search and 
install any python 3d party packages

no need to ask for admin privileges to 
install your favorite python package

Full access to PyPI (the Python Package 
Index, http://pypi.python.org/pypi)
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Explore/install python universe with a snap
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cmssh is suitable for analysis

cmssh will install python ROOT module and you can 
easily access your ROOT files from the shell, but it 
can do more

Installation comes with numpy & matplotlib libraries

install OSX friendly versions

Need statistical tools, look at python data analysis 
library, e.g. pip install pandas
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Access ROOT from cmssh
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Access matplotlib/numpy libraries
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cmssh notebook

Learn more about notebook mode
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaS4NXxL5Qc
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Bugs/issues https://github.com/vkuznet/cmssh/issues
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Caveats

This project relies on CMSSW software stack
we’re always behind newest distributions
Xcode is required on Mac OSX to provide 
dev environment, e.g. make
Linux distributions other than SLC may not 
work out of the box (but with your 
cooperation it can be done)
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Summary

cmssh is programmable shell
based on IPython (worth to learn 
besides cmssh)

GRID middleware is incorporated
UNIX operations, like ls, cp, rm, mkdir, 
rmdir, etc. work transparently for local 
files or LFNs
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Summary

Convenient data discovery
find, info, das, das_json commands

Simple releases management
cmssh can use local site setup or may 
install CMSSW on your laptop

You can search CMS data, run CMSSW and 
program in python in shell environment
Runs on Linux/Mac/lxplus/laptop....
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Plans

Add support for CRAB Mac OSX 
submission and dashboard monitoring
Deep integration with CMSSW

edm utils, PAT, etc.
User use cases

send me your use case and we will 
find a way to implement it
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Disclaimer

Data transfer relies on your network
its utilization is your responsibility

cmssh relies on many different pieces of 
software, see cmssh/licenences for details
cmssh is still in active development phase

commands, features may likely to evolve
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Final words

It is a pilot project, but
If you like it, it can grow into official project
If you need to run it on specific distribution, file 
github issue ticket and provide details of your 
distribution

I need to install VM with your OS and fix 
outstanding problems
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